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The broken calculator : Riccar 
(TEAL fabrication, Tokyo 1971) 

Japanese Calculator from 1971 
 
Built by TEAL 
(Tokyo Electronic Applications Lab) 
 
Resistor-Diode Logic 
Several undocumented Japanese MOS IC’s 
(Mitsubishi & NEC;  
some hybrid blocks by Hitachi – display drivers ) 
From the era of the Calculator Wars 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ansXGewduN4 

Hitoshi	Kodaira	
TEAL	Tokyo	



The broken calculator : Riccar 
(TEAL fabrication, Tokyo 1971) 

Memory for a constant 
(for division and multiplication) Tally memory 

(accumulate or substract using =+ or =-) 

Recall memory 

Setting the precision on display 

No technical documentation… 
 
•  Unknown architecture 
•  Unknown bit arithmetic 
•  Memory ? 
•  Registers and their size ? 

Japanese Calculator from 1971 
 
Built by TEAL 
(Tokyo Electronic Applications Lab) 
 
Resistor-Diode Logic 
Several undocumented Japanese MOS IC’s 
(Mitsubishi & NEC;  
some hybrid blocks by Hitachi – display drivers ) 



The symptoms… 



Internals 



Internals: double faced PCBs 



Unknown components 



Intercontinental communication...  
How to document hidden and complex PCB tracks ?  
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Best way to communicate hidden or complex PCB tracks 



Best way to communicate hidden or complex PCB tracks 



Internals Full tracing of the circuit 



Internals Electric design optimized for minimum components and 
cheap implementation of the logic 

Diode-AND-OR-Logic  
(DARL) 



Internals Electric design optimized for minimum components and 
cheap implementation of the logic 



Reverse engineering leading to a complete electrical 
schematic ! 

Registers 

State Registers                Various Flags 

Decimal Point  
Loop Counters 

Various Flags  
Addition/Substraction Logic 

RX 

RY 

RM 

A few pages of the full schematic 



Internals How the signals and their timing should look like… 

Basic clock frequency: 20kHz 
Number cycle: 294 Hz 
 
Unusual clocking of circuit: capture/transition 
(~master/slave but two clock signals; 
~similar to Φ1/Φ2 in HP calculators) 



Internals Detailed understanding of the internal machine architecture… 

Unusual voltage levels 
-24V and 0V 

3 Registers, 64 bits 
16 BCD digits 

Finite State Machine 
15 states 

Loop counters for  
division/multiplication/display 

Leading zero 
 blanking 



Internals Distinguished 15 different states of the FSM and their 
function… 

No instruction set  
All operations are hardwired 



Internals Function of various undocumented Japanese IC’s 
deduced by logical reasoning  

Several ICs were already known from previous reverse-engineering work 
Function of new ones deduced by logical reasoning  



Internals Confirmed by Japanese NEC databook, found later ! 



Internals Confirmed by Japanese NEC databook, found later ! 



Very big short circuit hampering repairs and tests 

Quickly found by applying 
2V, 1A and observing PCB 
with sensitive IR camera 
 
After a few seconds: 
IC µPD105C broken… 
 
Unavailable… 
 
Needed a substitute… ?!?! 



Peculiar supply voltages and switching behaviour of IC’s 

Vg 

Vd 

Transition in Vd from 0 to -24V around Vg = -7V 
 
No modern logic ICs have these characteristics, 
suitable discrete PMOS transistors were  
not readily found 
 
Clever substitutes needed. 

Data from measurements  
on inverter in IC µPD13C 



Internals Repairs needed of broken ring counter shift register IC 

One output (ΦD0) defective in M5812 
6-bit ring counter shift register 

 
Output regenerated using CD4013 



Internals Repairs needed of broken inverter IC’s 

One inverter broken in two µPD13C IC’s 
Substitute with PNP transistors 



Internals Repairs needed of unavailable broken IC’s 

More complex: 16 bit shift register 
Two alternatives with available CMOS IC’s 

(but different voltage levels) 
  

Careful implementation  
using PNP transistors at output  

and diode isolation at input! 



Internals During repairs, with substitute on breadboard 



Internals Final result: 6 faults repaired ➛ working unit ! 

Substitute for broken  
output on M5812 

Substitute for  
broken µPD 105C 

Two broken µPD 13 IC’s replaced  
by scavenged ones from another  
computer board.  

Power supply repaired 
(broken power transistor 
and capacitors replaced)  

Broken track /  
Bad contact  



Internals Demonstration of working unit – powers of two ! 



Internals Puzzle: two ring registers ➛ why ? 

Displayed decimal point 

?	



Internals Puzzle: two ring registers ➛ why ? 

Undocumented feature discovered ! 
Precision of constant of multiplication/division 
can be different from displayed decimal point 

Example:    
Setting constant mode  
and 4 decimals after the comma:  
5*3.14159=      15.7295  (i.e. constant = 3.1415  –  four decimal precision) 

Setting now the display to 2 decimals after comma 
and repeating the calculation:   
5=              15.72    i.e. calculation done to full precision of the constant and cut at 2 decimals 
 
To compare: clearing the device and setting 2 decimals after the comma 
5*3.14=         15.70   i.e. entered decimals only to a precision of 2 after the comma 
 
Conclusion: the constant multiplier can contain higher precision than the display... 



Internals Logic simulation of calculator 

Translation of logic network in a sequence of “programme lines” 
Example: 



Internals Simulation programme shows details of operations 
OperaEon		

flags	
Sequence	
of	states	

Registers	



Internals Simulation programme written ! 

OperaEon		
flags	

Sequence	
of	states	

Registers	Primary		
Loop	Counter	

Result	

Simulation example 
4	*	567	=	2268		



Internals Simulation programme written ! Simulation illustrating clever logic design 

OperaEon		
flags	

Sequence	
of	states	

Primary		
Loop	Counter	

Result of multiplication/division digitwise inserted in least significants digits of register ! 

Result in RX 
(123 * 456 = 56088)  

RX	
RY	

(on	Display)	
Tally	Memory		

(RM)	

Copied in RY 
for display Decimal Point Set 

Decimal		
Point	

Multiplication timing  
depends on 

length of numbers 
This case: ~ 0.2s 
(Maximum ~ 0.5s) 



Internals In progress: simulation with Digital logic software 
(H.Neemann) 

Digital input files are ready and being tested 
Possibly an issue with propagation delays 

 
Under discussion with the author of Digital (H.Neemann) 

 
 

Hope to find a solution… 
 

Suggestions for other logic software packages ?  



Internals Successful repair of a 1971 Japanese calculator… over the internet !! 

Unique, very instructive and extremely pleasant experience 
Discussing and exchanging information ~ 10000km away by internet … 

 
•  No documentation on calculator, function of several IC’s unknown at start… 

•  Function of IC’s derived by logic reasoning by B.Hilpert; confirmed by 
Japanese databooks, found later 

•  Full reverse engineering of the PCBs by B.Hilpert,  
exchanging detailed photos / pptx for hidden tracks 

•  Technical advice and insights in logic by B.Hilpert 
•  Six major faults found and repaired 

•  Substitutes for unavailable IC’s carefully designed by B.Hilpert 
•  Broken track (?) / bad contact (?) found 

•  Simulation program by B.Hilpert: very instructive to understand logic design ➛ 
full and detailed understanding of design and implementation 

•  Undocumented features discovered 
•  In progress: simulation with logic software “Digital” / Discussion with H.Neemann 
More info on this project (and many other interesting subjects): http://madrona.ca 



HOPE YOU ENJOYED THE PRESENTATION 
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